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Figure A1: Stones from the chevet and transept. String-course 366 and rib 017 came from the chevet chapels; rib 111 from the ambulatory (diagonal rib); rib 010 from a transept chapel and triple capital 180 probably from the south transept. Drawn scale 1:5, photographic scale ≈ 0.15m. (photo, D. Kendrick)
Figure A2: Vault stones related to the south transept. 015 matches the extant material, 454 is a rib with different profiles at each end and 199 is a springer with a similar moulding. The boss, 157, has rib profiles the same as 015. Drawn scale 1:5, photographic scale = 0.15m. (199 after AB, photo, D. Kendrick)
Figure A3: Vault stones from the north transept and the choir and/or the infirmary. Drawn scale 1:5, photographic scale = 0.15m. (photos, D. Kendrick)
Figure A4: Base, probably from nave or choir aisle. Scale 1:5.
Figure A5: Respond capital, probably from the nave aisles. Scale 1:5.
Figure A6: Respond capital fragments and shaft, probably from the nave aisles. Scale 1:5.
Figure A7: Pier base, from nave north aisle or crossing. Scale 1:5, reconstruction at 1:20.
Figure A8: Pier shaft fragments, probably from church. The upper reconstruction is based on Lynam's drawing, the lower on this and the surviving fragments. Scale 1:5, reconstructions at 1:20.
Figure A9: Fragment of effigy. Photographic scale = 0.15m. (photo, D. Kendrick).
Figure A10: Fragments of cross slab. Scale 1:5.
Figure A11: Elements of the cloister arcade, design 1. Scale 1:5
Figure A13: Springers with foliage label stops, from cloister arcade, design 2. Photographic scale = 0.15m for top two photographs and 0.30m for bottom photograph. (Photos of 134 and 381 by D. Kendrick).
Figure A14: Selection of capitals from cloister arcade, designs 1 and 2 with graph showing distribution of shaft diameters. Scale 1:5. (046 after RKM).
Figure A15: Selection of bases from cloister arcade, designs 1 and 2. Scale 1:5.
Figure A16: Reconstruction of cloister arcade, design 2. Scale 1:20.
Figure A17: Elements of the cloister arcade, design 3. Both springers have been recut to make walling stones. Scale 1:5.
Figure A18: Stones from the chapter house. Drawn scale 1:5, photographic scale = 0.30m. (214 after RKM).
Figure A19: Other stones from the east range. 248 comes from the parlour, and the chamfered ribs from the latrine undercroft. Scale, 1:5. (013 after DJK).
Figure A20: Stones from the south and west ranges. 159 comes from the west range, the other stones from the refectory. Scale 1:5.
Figure A21: Stones from the infirmary and abbot’s lodging. Those on the left are from the infirmary and those on the right from the abbot’s lodging. Scale, 1:5. (177, 178 and 108 after AB).
Figure A22: Unlocated stones from lancet and other simple windows 1. Scale, 1:5.
Figure A23: Unlocated stones from lancet and other simple windows 2. Scale, 1:5.
Figure A24: Unlocated stones from lancet and other simple windows. Scale, 1:5.
Figure A25: Tracery fragments: group 1. Scale, 1:5.
Figure A26: Reconstruction of tracery based on fragments in group 1. Additional information was taken from the cloister arcade capitals and bases, and the design of the windows in Westminster Abbey choir. Scale 1:20.
Figure A27: Tracery fragments (group 2) and associated pieces. Scale 1:5. (209 after AB and 232 after EDII).
Figure A28: Octagonal capital and base (unlocated). Scale 1:5.
Figure A29: Shaft profiles (unlocated). Scale 1:5.
Figure A30: Chamfered capital and respond, and triple shafts (unlocated). Scale 1:5.
Figure A31: Corner Capital (unlocated). Scale 1:5.
Figure A33: Triple capitals and bases, possibly associated with blank arcading. Scale 1:5. (023 and 161 after AB).
Figure A3: Corbel block (uncleaned). Scale 1:5 (after AD).
Figure A35: Corbels (unlocated). B58 is still in the wall of a nearby building. Scale 1:5.
Figure A36: Bases and shafts (unlocated). Scale 1:5. (027 and 028 after AB).
Figure A37: Corner capitals, for shafts of c. 100mm. Scale 1:5. (182 after RKM).
Figure A38: Capital, annulet and base, small (unlocated). Scale 1:5.
Figure A39: Voussoirs, inner orders and those relating to the chapter house. Scale 1:5.
Figure A40: Voussoirs, middle and outer orders and hoodmoulds. Scale 1:5. (109 after EDII).
Figure A41: Unlocated vault ribs and keystone. Scale 1:5. (012 after EDII).
Figure A42: Vault elements (unlocated). Scale 1:5, photographic scale = 0.30m.
Figure A43: Vault ribs by spine design — pointed spine and angular spine- and parlour vault mouldings. Scale 1:5.
Figure A44: Vault ribs by spine design - flat spine and no spine. Scale 1:5.
Figure A45: String-courses and abaci. Scale 1:5. (226 after RKM and 376 after EDH).
Figure A46: Roof weathering and coping stones. Scale 1:5. (096 and 204 after EDII).
Figure A47: Cross fragment. Christ is shown on the left and the virgin on the right. Photographic scale = 0.30m.
Figure A48: Late window tracery 1. Profile of 190 is reconstructed. Scale 1:5. (200 after EDII).
Figure A49: Late window tracery 2. Scale 1:5.
Figure A50: Later medieval fragments: base, capital and hearth. Scale 1:5.
Figure A51: Chimney fragments. Scale 1:5. (097 after RKM).
Figure A53: Plan of church from survey points, showing axes of nave and chevet.
Figure A54: Plan of eastern arm of church showing location of lines used for geophysical survey. (Scale 1:250).
Figure A55: Results of geophysical survey using pseudosection approach, lines 1-4. (Courtesy John Szymanski).
Figure A56: Results of geophysical survey using pseudosection approach, lines 5-10. (Courtesy John Szymanski)
Figure A57: Results of geophysical survey using resistive tomography, lines 1-4. (Courtesy John Szymanski).
Croxden Abbey: Resistive Tomography lines 5-10. 6 N-S survey lines through the crossing. Newton inverted 2D sections from 6 roll-on dipole-dipole data sets - Lagrange multiplier of 0.5. Minimum curvature interpolation (grid points 0.5m /0.25m horiz/vert). The scale represent true resistivity in Ohm-m.

Figure A58: Results of geophysical survey using resistive tomography, lines 5-10. (Courtesy John Szymanski)